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Abstract

In a rapidly modernising Cambodia, dance parties that accompany large temple
celebrations and weddings have become violent arenas where young men fight with
fists and knives beyond police control. In 2010, this led to a ban on dance parties during
the Pchuṃ Biṇḍ celebration. This paper concerns an ad hoc bribe to lift the ban that
was collected in the manner of a meritorious temple offering. I suggest that the flexible
parameters of Buddhist merit-making in this ritualised context both reconfigured the
bribe and palpably brought expectations of moral conduct into the energetically
charged dancing arena — but only momentarily.
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‘We are afraid to have the dances because the kids come to fight. They're not afraid.
They come with axes and knives — people get hurt.’ (Male villager, 48)

In a rapidly modernising Cambodia, Buddhist celebrations are sites where the
troubles and triumphs of the momentary world strike against both tradition and the
contingent future. At the traditional dance parties that accompany large temple celeb-
rations these metaphorical strikes can turn to actual blows as young men fight with
fists and knives for reasons that remain opaque. In 2010 local authorities' inability to
contain youth violence at such dances led the provincial government of Kampong Chh-
nang to ban dance parties at Pchuṃ Biṇḍ temple celebrations.  Yet, on the last day of
the 15-day Buddhist celebration at the Temple of Grandfather Flowing Water in Sambok
Dung, a village in western Cambodia,  a Buddhist monk arranged to bribe local officials
for permission to allow the dancing. The bribe was collected by two ā̀cāry  (pro-
nounced ‘adja’) as if it were a religious offering, with the attendant objects and words
of that small ritual act. This ritualisation arose spontaneously in the face of an exuber-
ant crowd gathered for revelry; it met the communally expressed desire for a party, ad-
dressed the ban on dancing, and momentarily contained the violence of a rapidly chan-
ging social order.

Once they raised enough money the music began and people young and old
danced outside, slept and gossiped inside, and filled the temple complex until the small
hours of the morning. Senda, aged 73, relaxing inside the temple told me, ‘It is just like
the celebration should be; like it used to be, with all of us dancing together and happy.’

This paper is concerned with a moment in which the continued salience and effect-
iveness of Buddhist traditions was activated in the face of increasing government im-
potence and the growing incidence of violence among Cambodia's disenfranchised
young men. Thirty years of war entailed the dismantling of religious structures under
Pol Pot, their strict containment under the Vietnamese, and their social revival amid
political cooptation through the 1990s. Nonetheless, the Buddhist moral framework
continues to adhere to the definition of a just ruler. Such was the case before and after
the French,  before, after and, in a distorted fashion, during the Khmer Rouge,  and
these same sentiments continue today, despite the efforts of colonialists, communists
and modernists to marginalise the political authority of Buddhism in Cambodia.  In her
essay, ‘Gaps in the world’, Anne Hansen attends to the ways in which Buddhist ideas
negotiate a disorderly world wherein the problem of ‘extreme social violence (and its
eventual cessation) is connected to the trajectory of the Dhamma in time and relative to
the past and future history of human moral behavior.’  Bureaucratic institutions built
on Western models cannot respond to issues of morality. Invocations of human rights
notwithstanding, the institution of a democratic system of governance and the advan-
cing global marketplace have produced neither peace nor prosperity for most Cambod-
ians; violence continues to be a part of daily life.

After the violent disruptions of the Pol Pot years, the temple was the first central-
ised node of authority to emerge in the rural areas, and despite the powerful narratives
of state, market, and monastic decadence, the continuing revival of Buddhist tradition
and authority still defines normal social life among the villagers in Sambok Dung.  The
events described in this paper may also signal a bourgeoning boldness among provin-
cial monks noted also by Alexandra Kent in Battambang Province.  My focus here how-
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ever is not with the monk in this story, but rather with the charged moment in which he
acted, and with the deployment of ritualised acts that invoked Buddhist morality and
smoothed disruptions to the traditional celebration, allowing it to proceed ‘like it used
to be’. The above sentiment of normalcy is haunting, however, and while Buddhist au-
thority remains salient at the local level, the event I describe entangles this moral au-
thority with youth violence and government corruption.

To explicate this event, I will first briefly describe the Pchuṃ Biṇḍ celebration in ab-
stract terms and discuss local practices of merit, constructions of authority, and the so-
cial climate of youth violence. Then I will present a detailed description of the ritual
event in which the bribe became a meritorious offering expected of all those present at
the temple festival. The ethnographic moment will be followed by a theoretical discus-
sion of ritual, complicating suggestions that ritual reinforces and perpetuates collective
beliefs and solidarity  or legitimises power relations and produces social order.
Ritual often does these things, but the spontaneous and emotionally charged event I
describe accentuates the transformative potential of a ritual deployed at a particular
historical moment.  A strategically executed ritualised act met community needs in
ways that were unavailable to the police, but also implicated monks and celebrants in
the fractured security of the modern era. In contemporary Cambodia, as in many other
pockets of poverty and disruption across the globe,  the promises of democracy and
justice clash against the realities of corruption and the violence of inequality. In this cli-
mate, it is increasingly important to pay attention to the local processes by which social
worlds and local power emerge amid disparate conceptions of order and truth. What
follows is an examination of one such process.

Pchuṃ Biṇḍ
The Pchuṃ Biṇḍ is a two-week celebration held toward the end of the rainy season in
Cambodia during which families make offerings to their ancestors.  Each night of
Pchuṃ Biṇḍ, which fills the period between the new and the full moon in the month of
Bhadraput,  people gather at their local temple to make merit in the economy of care
that informs relationships with spirits and ancestors  and in the economy of temple
offerings that generate merit directly attributable to an auspicious rebirth. This cere-
mony is one of three major holidays in the Khmer calendar during which people travel
great distances to return to their homelands.  Travel for Pchuṃ Biṇḍ is distinctive be-
cause during this celebration, the pret (lost souls), are released by the King of the Un-
derworld to seek nourishment and merit from their living descendants. People attempt
to visit seven temples in the vicinity of their village to ensure that their ancestors find
the offerings. As Sambok Dung is a new village, there are no familial ancestors at this
place and discourse surrounding the celebration was focused more on gathering the
living than the dead. Grandfather Teun described what the celebration meant for him
in Sambok Dung:

This is when all the children come home … our ancestors [ṭūntā]] are not really here, not
yet. But my children and grandchildren will come here because this is where I am. I'm
not an ancestor, not yet! but they will come here, the children and grandchildren. We will
make merit together; we will dance and have fun together …. Our ancestors may find us.
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Khmer ancestors travel now too, they know we have all moved. They even go to America!
… When I make an offering at our temple here, all ancestors will receive merit: the lost
pret and my pious grandmother, too.

The residents of Sambok Dung do honour their ancestors in small shrines in their
homes; but there are no cetiy  here and no bones stored at the temple. And there was
little discussion about the ancestors or about missing or lost souls. In the same year,
during the same celebration in Kandal Province, Judy Ledgerwood recounted local wor-
ries over lost souls and the unritualised dead from the village after the long years of
war.  Neither my story nor Ledgerwood's can be taken as standard descriptions of
rural life in Cambodia, but together they show the situated nature of beliefs and con-
cerns, a notion which could serve as a model of sorts. In Sambok Dung the ancestors
are important, but their appearance at this new and remote temple occurs in the as if
realm between dependent physicality and established truths. The Abhidhammapiṭaka 
suggests that all material arisings depend on preceding conditions: on kamma, which
passes through all states of existence; on the spatially and historically situated mind
and sensory organs; and on environmental conditions. The sense organ of the eye de-
velops in accordance with the organism's need and potential for sight and the sense
organ and material objects ‘mutually strike each other’, giving rise to consciousness.
Thus, the important focus of this celebration in Sambok Dung was not the ancestors,
but that children and grandchildren would come home to dhwoer puṇy ning rāṃ sappāy
(‘make merit and dance happily together’, pronounced ‘twer bun nung roam sabbie’).

The scheme of this particular celebration differs from others in that it is fifteen
days long; each day, however, is much like the others. Parts of this structure are im-
portant to my story, so I will briefly outline them here. The typical ritual cycle for Khmer
Buddhist ceremonies begins with monks chanting dhamma blessings at sundown often
followed by a sermon; blessings and food for the monks at sunrise; and blessings and a
midday meal offered to the monks after which the assembled feast together and the
ceremony ends. The larger celebrations often have dancing and games at night, after
the sermon. The first fourteen days of the Pchuṃ Biṇḍ celebration are divided among
villagers and different groups or individuals take charge of each event, referred to as
weyn (literally, a portion). One weyn begins with the sundown prayer and ends after the
noon meal; the next begins at sundown, and so the cycle goes until the final feast on
the full moon, at which rice and naṃ (sticky rice sweets) are offered to the monks and
the ancestors by a large contingent of celebrants.

Each phase of the event involves many offerings: some support temple-building
projects; some support the ā̀cāry, elders, and monks; others entice a monk to give a
sermon. When someone enters the religious celebration, the first thing they do is jūl
puṇy (to contribute [money] to a (religious) celebration, pronounced ‘jol bun’). They
make their offerings in a very specific manner, which is also replicated outside the
temple when the recipient of a gift wants to convey its meritorious nature. It goes like
this: the money or gift is placed on the offering tray or handed with both hands to the
recipient; the giver bows his or her head, with palms pressed together, fingertips
touching the nose or forehead, awaiting the blessing of the recipient. Typically this is
the ā̀cāry, but all givers and recipients of meritorious gifts perform this ritual. I once
gave a grandmother a photograph of her and her grandson, she took it gratefully and
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began chanting a blessing, during which I was surreptitiously instructed to bow my
head with prayer hands. In another instance a wealthy woman gave sweets to one of
her neighbours and immediately bowed her head in anticipation of the blessing that
was already leaving the lips of the recipient. If you give food to a begging monk, you
adopt the stance while he chants the blessing;  even the village drunk attempted to
offer blessings whenever he received money, although no one bowed their heads to re-
ceive them.

All Buddhist celebrations are opportunities to make merit; my discussions with
people in Sambok Dung confirm other findings  that making merit is the important
part of Buddhist rites. In contemporary practice, the temple is primarily a place for
making merit. This is a forward-looking activity and meritorious acts contribute directly
to an auspicious rebirth — for the individual, her parents, or her ancestors — and
monks are the most worthy recipients of meritorious gifts. The current lack of infra-
structure for monastic education and the dearth of older learned monks are among the
many on-the-ground effects of Cambodia's war-torn history; in contemporary society,
the young and undereducated Buddhist monk is less respected as a moral authority
and is important primarily as a field of merit.  This is not to say that monks from
earlier eras were unequivocally moral or that the monk's social capacity as a field of
merit was less important in the romanticised past of public memory. The salient point
for my argument is that the prewar temples often had numerous monks, some old and
wise, some old and foolish, some powerful healers, some politically astute, and many
young novices who ordained to make merit and gain social capital and education be-
fore starting their families. In contrast, the rich hierarchy of the monastic order in any
Buddhist temple is thinner today and the capacity of young monks, who are often head
monks in rural temples like Sambok Dung, to command moral authority is diminished.
A monk's capacity as a field of merit, however, is more formulaic and comes from his
regular chanting of the dhamma and his adherence to the pāṭimokkh, the 227 moral
precepts observed by the mature monk. When I asked the villagers of Sambok Dung
what it meant for them to have a temple — the grass hut was transformed in 2004 —
some suggested that the village was now complete, some told me the forest spirits
were finally quiet, others noted the inherent goodness in having a place for wealthy
outsiders to come and make merit in the village, and every person offered some ver-
sion of this sentiment: ‘we now have monks and a place to make merit.’

Merit and power
Temples, monks, Buddhist celebrations, and merit-making are embedded in political
authority and are parts of the ‘representational economy’ of the Khmer Buddhist vil-
lage. I use Webb Keane's term, representational economy, to encompass the practices,
objects, and ideas that infuse acts and things with meaning at particular historical mo-
ments.  The intertwined relationship between statecraft and Buddhism has deep roots
in Cambodian society: rulers rule because of their accumulated merit and the power of
the dhamma and the Buddha adheres to the righteous ruler.  In Cambodia's current
political system, religious power is segregated from political power by the internation-
ally-imposed bureaucratic structures of the modern state, but the connection between
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the two is still salient for Cambodian citizens. The first resurgence of local authority
after the Khmer Rouge years was through Buddhism; surviving elders created temple
associations in rural villages through which they reintegrated and restructured com-
munities.  When national autonomy returned in the early 1990s, political leaders
staged long-forbidden Brahmanic rituals that brought religion back into statecraft,
publicly demonstrating their moral capacity to rule by reconnecting the ancient power
of the Khmer kings to the country's leadership.  As wealth increased and newly avail-
able capital flowed into the country, temple building and Buddhist ceremonies were
priorities in the rural areas,  while Cambodian elites and politicians competed to re-
build temples more extravagant than the previous kings.

Despite increased wealth and beautiful new temples, life for ordinary citizens re-
mains dangerous and unstable. The neoliberal reforms intended to induce good gov-
ernance have instead strengthened networks of corruption that funnel economic op-
portunities along patronage chains implicating government ministers, police officers,
and school teachers alike.  In the current climate of economic expansion, access to the
education and opportunities necessary to participate in the rising tide of wealth is
denied to those unconnected to patronage chains and unable to pay bribes. Beyond ex-
clusion, the police and the military facilitate the forceful and often violent appropriation
of land and resources from those same disconnected citizens.

The historically deep roots that entangle political leaders with Buddhist morality
also connect monks to the patronage of political leaders. Monks both uphold and cri-
tique political leaders in what Ian Harris calls an ‘antagonistic symbiosis’ between the
monastic order and the governing bodies.  Cambodian Buddhist monks marched
against colonial abuses  and actively denounced the violence and corruption of the
emerging state in the late 1990s.  In contemporary Cambodia, the monk's status as a
voting citizen increases monastic capacity to disrupt the political status quo, but also in-
tensifies political coercion and repression of monks and violent responses to monastic
protests.  Not all monks choose to fight against power, however, and monastic self-
interest and naiveté often conspire with the political need for legitimation, connecting
monks to the capital that feeds political patronage chains.  The capacity of
Cambodia's political elites to build temples and sponsor elaborate merit-making cere-
monies create what have been described as ‘chains of merit and menace’ in which
undereducated Buddhist monks are tied to corrupt politicians.  This binding, some say
corrupting, of monastic power by the ruling elite does not stretch to all corners, how-
ever, and in some places Buddhist monks may be emerging as local brokers of author-
ity beyond both political patronage and monastic discipline.

Kent describes a monk in Battambang who curbs violence with violence, beating
youths who fight in his temple. Unlike the police, with whom parents can negotiate, the
monk holds non-negotiable power and contrite families accept the bruises. The monk I
describe here is far less charismatic, but he did safely administer public wishes by going
outside his ritually determined role. Monastic authority and integrity is not on the rise
in Cambodia,  but villagers suggest it is a more trustworthy mode of contemporary
authority than the democratic fiction currently being enacted. One man explained it
this way: ‘ā̀ṇācakr, [state power, pronounced ‘anachak’] can't control the fighting, but
Buddhacakr [Buddha power, pronounced ‘Buddhachak’] can… They are different. The
Buddha controls the heart; the police control only the body.'
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Markets and power
The local authorities of Sambok Dung do not attend Buddhist celebrations or make lav-
ish offerings at the temple, but they do facilitate access to the amenities of the global
market through administration of state projects and the enforcement of laws. During
my research, the state administered a World Food Program road-building initiative, sur-
veyed household wealth to determine eligibility for national health services, and meas-
ured land for land title. These were in addition to the everyday duties of signing mar-
riage and death certificates, property sales, and facilitating microfinance initiatives. The
laws enforced primarily concerned managing forest extraction and land claims. ‘Illegal’
logging is carried out locally through a tight network of bribes and warnings accom-
panied by enough arrests and confiscations to keep wood flowing through mills owned
by military personnel. Land claims are administered by the village head, who in Sambok
Dung allowed purchased but undeveloped plots to remain or be resold according to his
discretion, which swayed with the potential for personal profit. As one 50-year-old villa-
ger put it: ‘They have all the power, but they use it to steal from us. They are supposed
to protect us, but they don't even see us; they see only the rich and powerful — we are
not safe.’ Similar sentiments of fear and insecurity pervaded my conversations with
others in the village.

Kent suggests that Khmer Buddhist conceptions of security are different from
those of the international community: a secure state is not one that has a defensible
border and an army to uphold it, but rather a secure state is one in which the power of
authority is bound by the sil, the Buddhist virtues, the sima, the sacred boundary of the
temple, and the saffron robes of the monk.  This was not universally reported in Sam-
bok Dung, but the efficacy of ā̀ṇācakr was suspect. There were programs by which
people glimpsed the promises of democracy and development: microfinance or locally
administered road-building projects funded by international organisations that paid vil-
lagers in rice for their labour. But if a bridge was broken or a woman recently widowed,
it was the temple association, not the village head, that raised the money and/or the la-
bour needed. This kind of local leadership was instigated by the me khsāl, literally ‘the
master of the wind’. In Sambok Dung, this was the head of the temple association, but
William Collins notes that the term is elsewhere used to refer to many transient leaders
and is indicative of Buddhist authority, as monks come and go as they please. It implies
impermanence, flexibility, and ‘accountability to prevailing rules of expectations’ only
as is expedient.  The flexible and transient authority of temple-based leadership was
more trusted in Sambok Dung than the authority of the village head or police chief, but
access to loans and lucrative logging came through the latter.

For much-desired cash, villagers trust ā̀ṇācakr. Consumer capitalism and obvious
wealth starkly contrast with obvious poverty at the margins of the state in Sambok
Dung. This juxtaposition is a new addition to the representational economy of subsist-
ence farmers and the new desires that arise in the competitive modern economy foster
suspicion and envy.  The Abhidhamma suggests that such phenomena do not arise in-
dependently. The confluence of the visibility, inaccessibility, and desire for material
goods occurs in the spatially and historically situated mind and sensory organs of indi-
vidual villagers, dependent on physical and environmental conditions, and attached to
states of existence in the cycle of birth, death, and rebirth.  Despite the esoteric nature
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of the Abhidhamma, my interlocutors responded to life's events with this underlying un-
derstanding of contingency and continuity. Consumer capitalism is not a monolithic
event understood in the same way by all, but it does inform an arena in which disen-
franchised youths vent their frustrated desires on each other.  Throughout Cambodia,
the dances at large temple celebrations have become one of the sites  where local
boys brawl and maim each other in acts of intergroup violence that local authorities are
unable to contain.

Youth violence
The representational economy of Sambok Dung's residents includes a healthy dose of
violence linked to events of the past, in the ever-present memories of Khmer Rouge
and other wartime atrocities; events of the present, as violent youth encounters are
boasted and gossiped about locally; and in the stories of arbitrary arrests and vicious
land grabs that get closer to home each year and shadow the future for many. The liter-
ature on youth violence in Cambodia does not particularly address the countryside save
in Melina Czymoniewicz-Kippel's study,  which describes urban-influenced and gang-
associated youth violence in an area near Siem Reap. The clashes in Sambok Dung in-
volved boys from one neighbourhood meeting boys from another. These clashes often
took place at Buddhist or wedding celebrations, but sometimes at the market or at a
local shop. Six bloody fights occurred in the area during my fieldwork. The reasons for
fighting were embedded in stories of jealousy and territory, but this was often opaque,
hidden behind an ‘accident’ that sparked off the violence: a spilt beer or trod-upon
foot. Beyond girls, territory, and accidents, the voices of the young men I spoke with
resonate with Messerschmidt's observation that violent behaviour can be an avenue
for enacting models of powerful manhood for men who lack the capacity to achieve the
‘traditional indicators’ of successful masculinity.

In contemporary Cambodia masculine attributes complement and contradict one
another in ways that echo the constructions of authority discussed above. Ancient Kh-
mer sources recount the exploits of conquering kings both in battle and sexual
prowess  and the later cpâp prus (literally ‘rules for men’, pronounced ‘chabap proh’)
suggests that a good man should be content with his place, be hardworking and pro-
ductive, and show kindness and compassion toward others.  Both long-held construc-
tions of manhood are salient in Sambok Dung, but the attributes of the king are fa-
voured by the hegemonic masculinity of the neoliberal global order: predicated on het-
erosexuality, breadwinning, and aggression.  In addition to conquering women, earn-
ing money, and spoiling for a fight, masculine performance also includes consuming.
Nancy Deutsch and Elina Theodorou suggest that aspiring to consume helps to achieve
‘male responsibility’  and in urban Cambodia, Trude Jacobson finds that the markers
of consumer society show earning potential and social power, but more importantly
show a man's ability to overcome obstacles. Overcoming obstacles in Cambodia's rap-
idly changing social order and in the resource-scarce environment of the rural village
tie directly into a man's ability to provide for the family, articulating a tension between
the good man, hardworking and content with his life, and the successful man, always
striving for more.
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Among the youth of Sambok Dung, the inability to make money and buy things
slipped into desires to lay claim to women and land. One young man explained the
fighting this way:

When we see the boys from the other village we want to fight them. I don't know why.
It's like we want to divide the territory between us [caek phaen dī jā muay gnā]. It's hard
for us, you don't understand. We have no money. We go to the forest to make money,
always afraid. Police and the companies, they could take our motos, take our wood. We
sleep on top of the moto, always watching. In the village there is no work … Sure we
grow rice, but not enough: you can't get anything with rice. You can't put rice in the
moto.

Another had this to say:

I never know why they fight. We all want more than we have. Sometimes they just see
someone new at the celebration and they want to fight them, maybe they have motos or
new clothes. Maybe they want to look for girls. They're not mad and have no grudge;
they just want to fight them. Sometimes … they want revenge or may be jealous over a
girl. Most of the time we go to the parties to have fun — but it's easy to fight. On the
dance floor feet get stamped … arms swing …

The voices of these two young men express the hardship here and also the fast and in-
tense lives of young men. The boys are poor with rising desires for consumer goods
and few avenues for safe and steady work, but they are also typical youths, like the
ā̀cāry below, who travel to neighbouring parties to have fun. In this era, however, play
is closer to fighting, and the opaque intentionality in the fight-stories told — feet
stamped upon, arms swung — are gilded with the regular presence of weapons.  The
fighting is sometimes about something, jealousy or some offence, but it is often inde-
terminate: a vague menace and threat from the other tinged with fear and excitement.
The sentiment that it's easy to fight at the dances was strong, which lends them an air
of danger: some youths avoid the dances and others seek them out.  Overriding all
this was the sentiment that the parties are for fun.

This was true for everyone. Buddhist festivals, especially the major ones where
young people return home to celebrate with their families, are important and anticip-
ated events — and are seen as fun. The dance parties at Buddhist celebrations are re-
membered fondly by everyone over 30. It is the violence that is decidedly new. One
ā̀cāry told me:

We never used to fear the dances. I met my wife at a dance. I came from a neighbouring
village… during the celebrations we would all go to the other villages for the parties… I
never came for the prayers, we were young — the sermons are for the old! We all came
to dance happily together [rāṃ sabbāy], it was a time for fun and for the young people to
meet and dance together.

Pchuṃ Biṇḍ 2010, Sambok Dung
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The festive buzz around Sambok Dung swelled as youths returned to parental homes
from their places of residence elsewhere as migrants or as married couples. The six
weyn I attended during the 2010 Pchuṃ Biṇḍ celebration followed the pattern outlined
in the previous section, except that the dancing and games portions of each celebration
was marked by social change.

A fear of violence had prompted provincial officials to ban the dances that in previ-
ous years would have continued for as many nights as the villagers could afford. The
ban provoked a variety of responses in nearby villages. One neighbouring town
thought they could avoid the fights if they held the dance during the day. Even though
police were paid to protect participants, concealed knives produced multiple injuries
and one hospitalisation. News of this spread quickly from village to village. The conver-
sations I heard detailed the violence, how many and what wounds; and offered various
laments: ‘They're not afraid; even with the police, they still fight; they don't even know
why they do it; we want the dances, but how can we protect ourselves? Even in the day-
time they fight; and in Tuk Jen, they were fighting there too.’

In Sambok Dung, the temple authorities decided to simply ignore the law and allow
parties. The first dance was called on the fifth weyn. The sponsor of the weyn justified
the violation in this way: ‘We never have problems with fighting in this village. We are
like family here and the boys don't need to fight together.’ In addition to having benign
youths, the residents of Sambok Dung were financially incapable of funding fourteen
nights of dancing. Thus the official sanction was locally deemed to apply to the wealthy
and connected, and not to the poor and remote. On the evening of the fifth weyn youth
began to gather outside the temple as the monks chanted.

During the sermon, a scuffle broke out when a small contingent of Cham (Khmer
Muslim) boys rode in on their motorcycles. The Khmer youths took physical offence at
the presence of the interlopers and both groups exchanged words as well as blows.
No one was hurt, but the adults inside the temple responded with a swift and blustery
disbandment of the youth who had assembled to dance. Disgruntled rumbles spread
through the village the following day and the next as well. So, when one of the school
teachers wanted to hold a dance for the ninth weyn, he was given permission. This weyn
and dance were sparsely attended, perhaps because the school teacher was not a per-
manent resident of the village, and while there was loud music there were not enough
young people to dance or to fight.

In the closing days of Pchuṃ Biṇḍ there had been so many rogue villages whose
flaunting of the law led to substantial injuries that the authorities vowed serious pun-
ishment for further violations. By the final day of Pchuṃ Biṇḍ all the furthest-flung
younger family members had returned to Sambok Dung and excitement was high for
the final celebration. That night as the monks chanted their blessings, a crowd
gathered outside the temple.

Inside, members of the temple association fretted about this unexpected develop-
ment. Word had circulated that the law would be upheld and there would be no dan-
cing at the temple. Nonetheless, small waves of neighbourhood youths entered the
temple to make donations for the sermon and receive blessings from the ācāry, while
larger waves filled the yard outside. The monk preached for an hour about the chan-
ging social landscape of Cambodia in which youths no longer accept the teachings of
their parents and the temple. The sermon was broadcast via speakers outside the
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temple, as is customary when the sound system is operational, and the monk explicitly
connected contemporary violence to youths who are disconnected from their parents
and from Buddhist teachings. By the end of the sermon, the temple grounds were
packed with more than 150 youths prepared to dance. The leaders of the temple associ-
ation conferred with the ā̀cāry and the head monk about the appropriate course of ac-
tion. In the typical absence of local government representatives — the village head and
the local police — the monk, the ā̀cāry, and the head of the temple association, the me
khsāl, had to act.

Using the microphone, one of the ā̀cāry queried the crowd about their desire for a
dance; there was a raucous and affirmative response. He asked those assembled if they
could refrain from violence, which was met with another roar in the affirmative. He
looked meaningfully at the others with raised eyebrows and a slight grin. The me khsāl
was very uncomfortable with this turn of events and unwilling to sanction the dance
without explicit authority.

Then the head monk made an unexpected move. Acting the part of me khsāl, who
attends to protocol only as expedient, he picked up his cell phone and called the police
chief. The monk described the situation at his pagoda and asked permission to hold the
dance. After about twenty minutes, the police chief called back and told the monk that
if he could raise 250,000 riel (just over US$60), the police would look the other way and
they could have the dance. But he said that they would be responsible for their own se-
curity and would be prosecuted should there be any violence. The word went out that
we had to raise money for the bribe and two of the ā̀cāry placed a lit candle on the of-
fering tray and walked out into the crowd. The me khsāl was against letting them dance
and had been instrumental in breaking up the dance during the fifth weyn in fear of vi-
olence. I asked him what he thought: ‘I don't know,’ he said, bemused and resigned.
‘The monk made the call and the people agree. We'll báng sâc, [to bribe, literally to put
meat in the soup] because they asked for it… the kids will jūl puṇy and we will dance…’
A woman chimed in, ‘They [the police] can't protect us, but the Buddha can.’ One of the
grandmothers added, ‘We won't have any trouble. Look, [pointing to the kids making
offerings] they come to make merit, here in front of us all.’

Offerings were made in traditional fashion. Everyone who placed money on the
tray bowed their heads and put their hands together in prayer position while the ā̀cāry
chanted a blessing. This was a very public display and I saw small groups of youths
whispering together, pulling money out of their pockets, counting, and then approach-
ing the ā̀cāry en masse to make their offering. The elders were not the only ones for
whom paying the bribe was equated with making merit. One young woman told me: ‘I
can jūl puṇy here and we will have a safe dance. We are not afraid. I have money from
my job and come here to make merit with my parents for the Pchuṃ Biṇḍ. We young
people like to dance and we respect the Buddha. We all jūl puṇy and promise to rāṃ
sabbāy and not to fight.’  A young man said: ‘We want to dance. Maybe they want to
fight, but we just want to have fun. Maybe fighting is fun for them, I don't know their
hearts [á̀t sgāl citt ge], we will jūl puṇy so everyone can dance. Maybe if they jūl puṇy
too, they won't fight.’

Most of the parents and grandparents present relinquished their fear and saw in
this event the power of the Buddha and good children making merit. For some how-
ever, the descent into the corruption of the current age signalled something else. One
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devout woman, aged 55, was quite angry and said, ‘I don't like the monk supporting
corruption… He should follow the Buddha's law… and the police should follow their
law. What will happen without any law?’ The youths did not give voice to the contradic-
tions of communal law breaking. Rather, they focused on the respect and respectability
exhibited through the act of offering: because they had money to give, everyone could
dance. There is another element here that the quote above points to, and that is the ca-
pacity for such an offering of merit to transform fighters. ‘Maybe if they jūl puṇy too,
they won't fight.’

I watched a group of young men in tight jeans and gelled hair huddle together to
count their money. As the ā̀cāry approached they did not come forward all together to
make their offering, but jostled each other, pushing one to the front when the offering
tray approached. He grabbed a friend and together they stood, still shoving at each
other and grinning, but with the respectful posture required of the moment. The form
of the ritual forced for a moment a change in their comportment in front of all
assembled.

Once the offering was collected and the music started, the monk retired to his
quarters. When I talked to him the next day at the final celebration he had this to say:

There were hundreds of people gathered outside to dance, and another big group inside
who wanted the dance. What was I supposed to do? The dance is important. I am not
afraid of the police; I did it to make the people happy. They trust me, the people and the
police, and I knew the kids wouldn't fight here in the temple… They all gave their money
to the ācāry and received the blessing. They rāṃ sabbāy and they dhwoe puṇy [to make
merit], they fight and they dhwoe pāp [to do harm].  They all wanted to dance and knew
they had to agree to not fight, I was not worried… maybe I did act outside the pāṭimokkh,
but I did it for the people, not for me.

Ritual effects
In the event just described, youths publicly received blessings by making meritorious
offerings destined for corrupt officials. The objective of the ritualised bribe collection
was not to establish collectively held beliefs, to ensure social unity, or to create particu-
lar types of subjects, effects often ascribed to ritual performance. Rather, the objective
was a bloodless dance party. That it was attempted through a ritualised act steeped in
the representational economy of villagers, I suggest, shifted official corruption and
youth violence into the moral framework of Buddhist beliefs and invoked for a moment
the potential for social unity and meritorious youths. This is subtly, but importantly, dif-
ferent from Durkheim's suggestion that rituals perform collective representations and
engender social solidarity.  In certain contexts, in the prescribed ritual performances
of the Pchuṃ Biṇḍ celebration, for example, this may be the case. The spontaneous ritu-
alisation of bribe collection, however, lacked the certainty of a formal event and did not
explicitly perform anything. It did however transform the moment. The emotional in-
tensity embedded in the collective desire for a dance, what Durkheim described as ‘col-
lective effervescence’, encountered the ritual structure of meritorious offerings at a his-
torical moment in which corrupt officials and violent youths inhabit the social land-
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scape. The mutual striking of these elements transformed illicit bribes into meritorious
offerings and forced edgy youths to make those offerings.

Durkheim suggests that the ritual enacts social consensus and strengthens group
solidarity and that the ‘collective effervescence’ of participants ‘gives birth to religious
ideas’.  His is a model in which participants mistake their own collective generative en-
ergy with the power of an external divinity. In my model, participants understood the
generative potential of their collective energy and included, but went beyond,
Durkheim's suggestions of social cohesion and collective beliefs to insist that the solid-
arity was only momentary. The collective unity fostered by the large Buddhist celebra-
tion of Pchuṃ Biṇḍ encountered the sanction against dancing, the ubiquitous fighting,
migrant labour and salaries, and the institution of the bribe. The powerful desire for a
community dance at the temple entangled with the representational economy in Sam-
bok Dung — which included the monk and ā̀cāry, the temple offerings, the intergenera-
tional participants, the dhamma, the Buddha, and the police — and informed what
transpired.

Keane focuses on the intimate and transformative work of ritual forms and objects
and on the multidirectional nature of ritualised pathways. The bits of collective life with
which continuity is negotiated from contingency cross wide ranges of seemingly dis-
tinct social fields and ‘situate words, things, and persons (along with other agentive be-
ings such as spirits [or the Buddha]) dynamically within the same world with one an-
other’.  In this way, the corrupt officials and the righteous Buddhist king can fold to-
gether for a moment via the transformational action of placing bribe money on a gilded
tray with bowed head and hands in prayer while a blessing is chanted. Even more palp-
able was the opposite transformation of gangsta youths into meritorious children as
they performed the rite. Keane points out how ritual forms and objects connect place
and space to new ideas through practices steeped in the known and the familiar and
this event shows that the process also works in reverse, connecting the present to old
ideas through the movements and sensations of the body.

Keane describes how a conservative form of ritual speech facilitated Christian con-
version in Sumba. The ritual form, he suggests, implied an ‘underlying continuity’, but
also carried ‘a re-envisioned present into the remembered past’.  The ‘mutual strik-
ing’ of the past and the present that reorders social worlds adjusts the past, which
must be remembered in such a way as to accommodate the present. The effervescence
of collective energy and a strategically performed ritual transformed fear and con-
tained violence in a way unavailable to the police, but some of my interlocutors worried
that the future of Buddhist morality may have also been transformed. The rituals of
Buddhist practice tap deeper social roots than anything Western-style police forces can
access, but there was no consensus over which roots were tapped and what impact the
corruption of the bribe may have on the health of the tree. Participants offered per-
sonal and unique interpretations of the event that belie the suggestion of solidarity and
unity, but the grandmothers resting in the temple felt secure while youths danced with
abandon in ways that brought the remembered past of happy village celebrations into
the unstable present. Collective effervescence energised the space between ritual form
(constant in this context) and ritual meaning (fractured and varied among individual
subjects), giving rise to what people described as a triumph of Buddhist morality over
police enforcement.
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This is not a claim to a universality of form and effect; none suggested that the viol-
ence would stop because of this triumph or that the technique could be replicated. On
the contrary, the Abhidhamma suggests that all material arisings depend on preceding
conditions: material objects and the organs of perception ‘mutually strike each other’
amid a field of influences and instigate the loose systematicity of conscious perception
experienced as reality.  Buddhist theory deepens Catherine Bell's suggestion that ritu-
alisation ‘catches up all the experienced and conventional conflicts … juxtaposing and
homologising them into a loose and provisional systematicity’.  This provisional sys-
tematicity also inhabits the past and informs the future. Actions and speech are
products of the mind, but are embedded in a field of constant becoming that is de-
pendent simultaneously on the past, kamma; the present, mind and matter; and the
neverending future of birth, decay, and death.  Invoking Buddhist theory here deep-
ens academic theory. It also, and more importantly, better situates that theory into the
social context of the ritual actors in this study.

For Bell, ritual is a kind of ‘flexible strategy’, a ‘culturally strategic way of acting’
that requires complicity and consensus, but only to the point of public display.  For the
actors at the Pchuṃ Biṇḍ, this was understood, but the public display was entangled
with the past that adhered to the ritual, with the body of the ritual participant, and with
the past and future lives of the participant. The contingency and flexibility of such a mo-
ment ‘defies the notion of an always’.  There is no replication of the event and no con-
stant way of being for the participants. One woman summed it up saying,

We don't really know why they didn't fight. It depended on many things; we know they
made the offering and accepted the blessing. Maybe it was the blessing? Maybe it was
kamma or the power of the Buddha? I don't know. Maybe it started with the blessing
and then they were just having fun. It's hard to know, but I think we all wanted it to
work.

This sentiment speaks to social solidarity as well as to the iterative, contingent, and in-
terdependent quality of lived experience expressed by the Abhidhamma. It also invokes
the as if quality of ritual that for Adam Seligman et al. refers to the ‘never-ending work’
of making social worlds, of performing the illusion of a ‘shared, potential space
between separate egos’.  ‘We all wanted it to work’, she said. Seligman et al. suggest
that the illusion acknowledges not shared community values, but the ‘desire for’
shared community values and the ‘fractal complexities’ of the boundaries that separate
egos.  The contingency and complexity of social worlds play out in fields of signific-
ance at once familiar and individually interpreted. No one can know why there was no
fighting at this event. The ritualisation of money collection by the ā̀cāry was motivated
by form: he said, ‘I didn't think or decide; this is a puṇy, we are at the temple, this is
how we collect money.’ Nonetheless, the moment was powerfully infused with mean-
ing: one grandmother told me, ‘We don't need to fear the fighting. They made the of-
ferings and it's like a promise [sanyā]. They are good children and want to follow
Buddhism.’

Ascribing Buddhist motives on the part of all the youths attending the dance may
be optimistic. While some did profess such sentiments, groups of young men were un-
comfortably forced into adopting the posture of meritorious children and grandchil-
dren by the nature of the money collection ritual. The youths did not really make a
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promise as the grandmother above suggested, but they did behave in a way that effect-
ively ‘shift[ed] the problem’ of their destructive potential into terms that could be col-
lectively incorporated by the participants.  The threat of violence is not resolved, but is
instead translated into the signifying field of the ritual, in which gangsta youths bow
their heads to receive blessings. Through this act the young men did not necessarily
communicate respect, they were obviously posing and trying not to laugh, but they
‘generated bodies identified with respect’.

The bribe, intended for the corrupt officials of an exploitative and ineffective state,
became a meritorious offering, a traditional ritual to influence a better rebirth. This
transformation took place by means of the ritual objects of any typical Khmer Buddhist
ceremony: money, offering tray, and blessings. Beyond the formalism of Keane's rep-
resentational economy, however, becoming meritorious in the effervescent field of the
potential dance party could slip uncomfortably at any time into a realm where bribes
and violence erupt from under their cloak of moral promise with what Dipesh Chakra-
barty calls ‘the shock of the uncanny’.  In this slippery dialectic, the interaction of body
and environment with ‘the emergence of the ritualised agent’ did not resolve or com-
plete the tension as Hegel poses, but engendered rather, a ‘deferral of signification …
beyond the rite itself … into the world at large’.  The public performance of religious
offerings and blessings signified that the participants acted within the field of Buddhist
moral action, but also as complicit actors willing to descend into, and perhaps resignify,
the state's corruption.

Conclusion
This is the raggedy edge of the Cambodian state and Cambodian monasticism: neither
set of laws held sway in the face of a collective desire for a dance party. In this scenario,
the state's incapacity to ensure basic security is parodied by the local temple's capacity
to do so: the structured, hierarchal systems of ā̀ṇācakr could not control the violence,
but the fluid and flexible Buddhacakr could.

The Theravada Buddhist tradition in Cambodia has a long history of rising and fall-
ing in prominence according to the power and whim of political actors. Behind such
fluctuation is the enduring notion that effective statecraft is achieved by balancing the
morality of sil, the Buddhist virtues, with the destructive tendencies of amoral power.
Political leaders in Cambodia must grapple with this. Some have purposefully destroyed
Buddhism: the Vietnamese in the early nineteenth century  and the Khmer Rouge in
the mid-twentieth century. The French attempted to manage this power,  and the cur-
rent leaders are coopting it: constructing lavish temples and cultivating kingly
attributes.

The deep connection between religion and statecraft in Cambodia was present in
the ethnographic moment recounted above. Other pasts were also present: the past in
which youths travelled to many towns to dance and have fun during the big celebra-
tions and the very recent past of knives and blood drawn in violent dance encounters.
Chakrabarty suggests that the moment of practice in which the past slips unnoticed
into the present can produce a little jolt of the uncanny, an uncomfortable feeling pro-
duced when the repressed past breaks momentarily into the present.  For the modern
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subjects in my story, there was both uncanny discomfort and conscious entering into
the flow of contingent and interdependent events. Some youths jūl puṇy so that they
and the others could dance, embracing the traditional logic of merit to directly affect
the present moment and their future rebirths. Others were more discomfited by the
ritual: particularly those sporting urban attire and coiffeur, their demeanour studied
and aloof. Perhaps when confronted with the expectation to bow their heads and re-
ceive the blessing, they recognised something, something deliberately forgotten and a
bit uncomfortable that haunts purposeful hair and prayer hands alike. It could be this
same haunting that sparked the ire of the few who contested the monk's actions and
sensed a real problem with the visceral enactment of Buddhist morality descending
into the corruption of the state.

This discomfort was experienced by a minority, however, and most elders spoke of
their abated fear and of good children making merit. In this way, the ritualised money
collection constituted ‘a particular dynamic of social empowerment’ in which potential
troublemakers and dissenters were shown to be in the minority and the social field of
peers, monks, and grandparents was explicitly visible. Bell's interpretation of ritual as a
‘flexible strategy’,  in which ‘there is no point of arrival’, only the constant invocation
of new terms that validate and cohere to the old,  is I think quite close to the way that
people experienced this event. What was important to participants was not the out-
come — no one knew what would happen. But people were willing to guess what would
happen in an arena where the bodies of youths were visibly making merit amid the in-
finite potential of invoked Buddhacakr.

The ritualised bribe collection was not remarkable in itself; it is common for ill-got-
ten gains to be cleansed once they are placed in a temple. Apparently this cleansing
works both ways. In the same silent manner that the past slips into the present, the
sacred and the profane (both unstable constructions of the modern imagination) mutu-
ally inform each other in the realm of Buddhacakr. The money is a bribe, and becomes
such when it transfers from the ā̀cāry to the police chief, but at the temple it is a merit-
orious offering. This ontological slippage is suggestive of the still palpable disconnect in
Sambok Dung, and in Cambodia more broadly, between ā̀ṇācakr and Buddhacakr — a
disjuncture that is deepened by the segregation of religion from social authority.

Some called this a triumph of Buddhacakr over ā̀ṇācakr. In this paper, I have also
offered a critique that favours local Buddha power over state power — not all states,
that's a critique for another time — simply the Western-imposed bureaucracy and
democratic fiction currently floundering in the Kingdom of Cambodia. Systems of gov-
ernance grow regionally and fuse with local patterns over time. The patron–client net-
work, a system based on local hierarchal relationships of mutual dependence, has
morphed under neoliberal capitalism into a bureaucratic system in which local officials
are at the bottom of patronage chains linked to the international donors and corpora-
tions now at their apex. These chains exclude smallholders and citizens while starving
local officials with tiny salaries that engender corruption, graft, and violence — this ex-
clusion and corruption is what plagues villagers and engenders violence. The grand-
mothers knew that the youth would not fight in the face of a meritorious offering, espe-
cially one made in front of all assembled, but this moral obligation was not available to
the police who have been charged with containing violent outbreaks. The effective con-
fluence of morality and authority was not seen as a model with which to control the
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fighting more broadly. Indeed, the notion of a lasting totality was rejected by parti-
cipants; the event was distinguished by the immediate and ephemeral quality of con-
tained violence. Nonetheless, the strategic invocation of mutually understood ritualised
practices, in which the desire for shared values was communally expressed, gave rise to
an instant of solidarity, of redemptive hegemony, in which the escalating violence at
temple celebrations was momentarily contained — just as the grandmothers said it
would be.
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